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FROM THE
TEAM

Between COVID-19, social distancing, and racial
injustices which have come to greater light, our
community has realized that donations are needed
more than ever, and perhaps even more importantly,
acted accordingly. This year, we donated $184K to
organizations dedicated to solving the issues of
homelessness, hunger, and education inequality.

Thank you very much for helping us get there. We look
forward to doing so for many more. 
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Greater Pittsburgh Community Food Bank 

Neighborhood SCHOOL 

Ruth's Way 

The Citizen Science Lab 

Light of Life and Shepherd's Heart Holiday Gifts 

CMU APEA 

Your $204K 2020
contributions led to...

1 million+ meals to
Pittsburgh families in
need

50 K-5 students enrolled in a coding after
school program 

200 at-risk girls provided with ACT/SAT
prep, counseling, and mentorship

43 homeless and recovering individuals 
with winter clothes

90 holiday meals for veterans 
and those in need

PICAF 2020 Donations



COMMUNITY
FOOD BANK

Impact
Oriented

Long car lines in this spring that stretch over a mile outside the
Greater Pittsburgh Community Food Bank with wait times of up to
five hours brought national attention to our region. The
increasing unemployment in Pennsylvania combined with numerous
business closures and the socially crippling coronavirus brought
about a perfect storm that debilitated families that had not
previously experienced food insecurity. It was worse for other
families that were already suffering and did not have any
transportation to get to these distribution centers!

Listening
and

Learning

PICAF had an existing partnership with the Food Bank for a
student breakfast program. 

As part of its response, PICAF raised over $100K in just a matter
of weeks! A dollar-to-dollar match from 84 Lumber and Nemacolin
Woodlands meant that we provided over 1 million meals. We gave an
additional $5K in the following months to boost these efforts.



NEIGHBORHOOD
SCHOOL

Impact
Oriented

Bible Center is a non-profit in Homewood that offers STEAM
educational programs through its after school program, The Maker’s
Clubhouse, our summer camp, Green STEAM and Play. Following
COVID-19, it began a program called Neighborhood SCHOOL
(Strategy Created to Help Optimize Online Learning).
Neighborhood SCHOOL's program Color Coded allows Kindergarten-
Grade 5 students of color learn basic coding and robotics concepts.

Raising over $25K in donations, PICAF helped fund
Neighborhood SCHOOL's program Color Coded, which is

done in partnership with the STEM Coding Lab (a 2019
PICAF grant recipient). This allowed 50 K-5 students of

color explore STEM and learn how to code.



Impact
Oriented

Ruth's Way is a non-profit that empowers at-risk girls to achieve
their goals and overcome adversity. At the beginning of the
program, girls have a consultation session to identify and provide
access to any outside needs through a myriad of outside
partnerships (e.g., housing, food, mental health resources). Following
this, girls participate in a variety of programs such as the Junior
Toastmasters and Leadership Development, Smart Money
Management, and ACT/SAT prep and tutoring.

RUTH'S WAY

Raising over $25K in donations, PICAF supported 200
young women in the program.

"What did I learn from Ruth's Way? It's
actually really simple - to embrace

ourselves and our uniqueness. The way we
talk, the color of our skin, the clothes we
wear. I would like to thank Ms. Isis, Ms. Amy,

and Ms. Camilla for letting me embark on
this journey." 



Impact
Oriented

During the holiday season, PICAF has donated to two charities -
Shepherd's Heart and Light of Life. Both of these organizations
serve the homeless and low-income individuals. For Shepherd's
Heart, 90 holiday meals were donated to veterans and those in
need. For Light of Life, 43 homeless and recovering individuals
were provided with warm winter thermals.

HOLIDAY
DONATIONS

"Thank you for the 90 meals! It is a beautiful and nourish filled meal!
A lot of them showed appreciation as this is something different than

what they usually get!"
- Shepherd's Heart

"As holidays are approaching soon, we are having a Christmas party
for the men in our program and want to bless them with thoughtful
Christmas presents. Most of the men in our programs are homeless

and in recovery, so thank you so very much for thinking of our
clients."

- Light of Life



THE PICAF
DIFFERENCE

Impact
Oriented

Local
Focus

Listening
and

Learning

Fostering
Community

PICAF closely evaluates each non-profit that it
contributes to, and looks for a track record of
meaningful success. It also works with each non-profit
individually to ensure 100% of all donations go to
programs that serve people in need, not overhead.

PICAF focuses on local non-profits to maximize its
impact and give back close to home. Local
organizations often have lower fundraising budgets and
find it difficult to get the money they need. In focusing
on our local community first, PICAF aims to address
many of these gaps.

PICAF realizes that our world is rapidly changing,
and aims to learn and adjust its focus as needed to
meet this. PICAF meets with 10+ non-profits every year
to understand key needs today in the region, and is
open to feedback or suggestions from the community
on new initiatives.

PICAF aims to build connections within the
Pittsburgh Indian community and with the
Pittsburgh community at large. From events such as
the PIC5K to meeting with local non-profits, PICAF aims
to foster a sense of community at every step of the
process. 
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PICAF OVER
THE YEARS

Despite going virtual this year, PICAF tripled its
prior donation record. 

And it's all thanks to donors like you. For 7 years, PICAF has been
contributing to local organizations focused on education and

homelessness, and we look forward to doing so for many more!

PICAF Donations by Year


